Abstract. We study the range transformations 0p(/fD, Reß) and Op(/fD, B) for Banach function algebras A and B. As a special instance, the harmonicity of functions in Op(/fD, Re A) for a nontrivial function algebra A is established and is compared with previous investigations of Op ( An, A) and Op((Re/l);, (Re/1)) for an interval /. In §2 we present some results on Op(AD, B) and use them to show that functions in Op'(AD, B) are analytic for certain Banach function algebras.
Introduction. We say that A is a Banach function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X if A is a unital subalgebra of C(X) which is a Banach algebra with the norm A^(-) such that A separates the points of A. A function algebra on A is a Banach function algebra on A with the uniform norm as the Banach algebra norm. We denote by || • ||v the uniform norm on a subset Y of X. If £ is a normed space, we denote by £ the set of all bounded sequences in £. If A is a Banach function algebra, then Ä is a unital Banach algebra lying in C( A), where A is the Stone-Cech compactification of the direct product A X A of the discrete space A of all positive integers and A, with the Banach algebra norm ÑA(f) = sup{NA(fn): n = 1,2,...} for /= (/") in A. In this paper we denote Banach function algebras on a compact Hausdorff space A by A or B unless we mention it. Definition 1. We say that A is ultraseparating if Ä separates the points of X. Definition 2. Let x be a point in X. We denote:
Ax= {f£A:f(x) = 0}, Q(AX)= {xeX:f(x) = OVf<=Ax}, Fx = (\(GaXNy, a where Ga varies over all the compact neighborhoods of x and (Ga X N)~ is the closure of Ga X A in Â.
Ax is closed in A since || • \\x < A(-) for every Banach function algebra A on X. We also remark that (Ga X A)~ is homeomorphic to Ga by the definition of the Stone-Cech compactification. For each p in X, the functional / -> (f)(p) on C(X) is linear and multiplicative, where (/) denotes the element (/,/,...) in (C(X)) = C( X), so there is a unique x in A such that f(x ) = (f)(p) for all / in C( A). Lemma 1. We have Fx = { p £ A: x = x} /or euery x z'zz X, andX = \JxeXFx is a disjoint union.
Proof. Let q be in {p e X: x = x} -Fx. Then there is a compact neighborhood Ga of x such that q <£ (Ga X N)'. So we have ¿7 e ((IntGJ£ X A)" since X = (Ga X A)"U((IntGa)i X A)", where (IntGJ' is the complement of the interior of Ga in A". Therefore we see that x = x is in (IntGQ)< which is a contradiction.
Conversely, let q be in £v; then x is in every compact neighborhood of x, so we have x = x. It is trivial that À = U£v is a disjoint union. Lemma 2. Q(Ax)<z Fx for every x in X.
Proof. Suppose that p is in Q(AX) -Fx. Then we have x =£ x by Lemma 1, so there exists an / in Ax such that /(x^,) # f(x) = 0. It follows that (f)(p) = / (x^,) /(x) = 0, which contradicts /z e <2MX). Lemma 3. A is ultraseparating if and only if A separates the points of Fx for every x in X.
Proof. Let p and q be different points in X. Suppose that p is in Fx and q is in Fv for different points x and y in A, so xp = x and x = v by Lemma 1. Since ,4 separates the points of A, there is an / in A such that f(x)=tf(y).
We then have U){p)=f(xp)*f(xq) = (f)(q), so /Í separates /z and q.
Lemma 4. ///I is ultraseparating, then we have Q(AX) = ({x} X N)
for every x in X.
Proof. Q(Ax) d ({x} x A)~ is trivial by the definition. Suppose that x e Q(AX) -({x) X A)". We can choose a finite number of functions /, = (f"(X)), fi = (/"(,2)X ••.,/" = (fLn)l 81 = (giî»), I2 = (Ä •..,#»-(^í") i" Ä such that
by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem since Ä separates the points of X. Then we have fj(x) = (f^(x))(x), gj(x) = {g^(x))(x)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for every 7 = 1,2.zz because / -(fi\J)(x)) and g, -(g("^(x)) are functions in Äx. So we see that
for every positive integer k, since /((/c,x)) = fkj)(x) and g7((A:, x)) = g¿y)(x) for every / = 1,2,..., zz and every positive integer zc. The function \(fJnl)(x))\ + \(fn?(x))\+ ■■■ +\(f^(x))\ HU^*))HU2)(*))|-\(sÜKx))\ in C(Â) is negative on Â by (ii), a contradiction to (i). Therefore we conclude that Q(AX) cz ({x) X N)-. In [15] de Leeuw and Katznelson investigated the range transformation Op(AD, A) for a Banach function algebra A. They showed, for example, that Opc(AD, A) = H(D)= {/e C(D): f is analytic on D) for a nontrivial function algebra A and the open unit disk D. Later Spraglin [17] removed the continuity of the operating function for the above result (cf. [1, 2, 10] ). He in fact proved that Op(AY, A) = Op' ( A y, A ) for a function algebra on an infinite compact Hausdorff space and for a plane domain Y. Bernard and Dufresnoy showed z £ Op(AD, A) for the case that A is a nontrivial ultraseparating Banach function algebra. On the other hand, functions in Op((ReA)r, ReA) for an interval / were first studied by J. Wermer [18] . In [11 and 16] it was proved that the functions in Op((Re^4),, Re^l)) are affine on / for a nontrivial function algebra and an analogous result for a nontrivial ultraseparating Banach function algebra is given in [12] . The question of whether functions in Op(AY, Re A) are harmonic for a function algebra A naturally follows from these theorems. In §1 we obtain a result on Op(AY, ReB) and we show, as a special instance, an affirmative answer to the question. The main emphasis in §2 will be on Op(AY, B). We show that Op'(.4D, B) = H(D) if and only if A c B * C(X) in the case that B is a function algebra on A" or A is an ultraseparating Banach function algebra on A, which provides information on the question in [2] . We will also generalize a theorem of Bernard and Dufresnoy (cf. [6] ).
1. Functions in Op(AD, Re/?). In this section we study functions in a certain range transformation Op(AD, Re/?).
Let h be a complex-valued continuous function on the closed unit disk D = {z e C: \z\ < 1} and As(w) a smoothing operator of class Cx supported in Ds = (z e C: |z| < 5}, that is, As(w) is a nonnegative real-valued Cx function on the complex plane C supported in Ds with integral 1. For 0 < 8 < 3, for (z,, z2) £ !),_, X 1) = {(z,, z2) e C2: |zj| < 1 -8, \z2\ < 1}, and for a ^ C, put "sizi'Zi) = // M*i -z2w)As(w)dxdy,
LR(zx,z2,a) = fj h(Zf -z2w)\az2\2A(As ( ß^C,\ß\<8y).
Proof. The equality is proven by direct computation, using difference quotients. As the small real number t tends to 0 we have {hs(zf + az\t,z2) -hs(Zf,z2)}/t -> Hs(zuz2,a) uniformly on Dx l5S X D X DM, and
uniformly on DX_2S X D X DM. It follows successively that Hs(zx,z2,a), Hs(Zf,z2,ia), and Ls(Zf,z2,a) belong to Ls M , completing the proof.
The differential operators d/dw, d/dw (w = x + iy), 3/3z,, 3/3^ (z{ = x, + t>,) are defined by d/dw = t(3/3x -id/dy), d/dw = 2(3/3x + /3/3^), 3/9*, = i(3/3x, -/3/3.V,), and 3/3z, = 2(3/3x, + id/dyx). Remark 2. In the same way as in Corollary II.4.1 in [10] we see the following: Suppose that £ is a complex-valued function on a subset £ of C. Let / be a complex-valued continuous function on a compact Hausdorff space with /( A) c E. If F » / is continuous on A, then we see that £ is continuous on f(X). Now in the case where A is a function algebra on an infinite compact Hausdorff space A we see that A partially interpolates by [10, Theorem II.9] . Thus we have the following:
where D is a plane domain and / is a nondegenerate interval. On the other hand, every Banach function algebra on a finite A is the trivial one.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that an h g Opc(AD, ReB) is not harmonic. Without loss of generality we may assume that D = [z ^ C: \z\ < 1}, h is continuous on D = (z g C: |z| < 1}, h is not harmonic at the origin, and h(0) = 0. Let x be a point in X. Lemma 1.1. cl B is ultraseparating.
Proof. Put hs(z) = hs(z,l)= ff h(z-w)As(w)dxdy (w = x + iy)
for a small 8 > 0 and a smoothing operator As(w) of class C00 supported in {z g C: \z\ < 8). Then hs(z) is of class C00 on {z e C: |z| < 1 -25} and hs tends to h as 5 tends to 0. So for every £ > 0 there is 8(e) > 0 such that A(zzS(f)(zf)) =t 0 for some zE with \zc\ < min{e, 1 -25(e)}. For every / in A, we
by Lemma 5. Thus we see that |/|2 g cl(ReB) for every / in A. It follows that cl(Re/?)= C"(A") by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem so that cl ß is a Dirichlet algebra. Then cl B is ultraseparating.
We can prove the following boundedness principle for h in the same way as in the proof of the Theorem in [12] . Lemma 1.2. For each x and X there are a positive integer n0, a real number e, 0 < e < I, and an F in {/ G Ay \\f\\x < 2} sucn mat there is a dense subset U of {g e Ay NA(g -F) < e) with F in U which satisfy the following:
For every g in U we have \\g\\x < \ and N^B(h°g) <n0,
where NReB(u) = inf( NB(f): f G B and Re/ = u) for the norm NB(-) on B.
Proof of Theorem 1 (sequel). By Lemma 1.1 and condition (*) we see that A is ultraseparating. Thus there is a positive number M such that for every pair of different points x and y in A, there is a function f in A with f(x) = 0, f(y) = 1, and NA(f) < M [5] . Given x in A, take z2 in C with 0 < \z2\ < s/(2M) with F, e, U as in Lemma 1.2. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1.1, for every 5, 0 < 5 < minij, M/e), and every tj, 0 < r\ < min{5|z2|, 1-25}, there is a 5(0) with 0 < 5(0) < 5 such that zzi(0)(z, z2) is not harmonic on {z g C: \z\ < rj}. Thus we see that there is a z0 with |z0| < tj such that l(^S (0) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. It follows by Bernard's lemma [5] that Re£|Gv, = CR(GY). Thus we see that B\GV = C(GV) by a theorem of Bernard on Banach function algebras with uniformly closed real parts [5] . By compactness of X we have a finite number of points x(l), x(2),. ..,x(n) in A such that the open neighborhoods Kx(1), Kx (2),..., Kx(n) of the points x(j) cover X. Thus we conclude the following:
For every y in X ~ (x(l), x(2),..., x(zz)}, there is a compact neighborhood Gv, with G,. c KX(J) for some j' = 1,2,..., n such that B\GV = C(GV). If B is a function algebra we have the conclusion B = C(X).
To prove the general case we need some lemmas. Lemma 1.3. For every x in A, Fx is a p-set for cl B, that is, Fx is an intersection of peak sets for cl B.
Proof. Every compact neighborhood of x is a p-set for cl B since we have cl B = C( A) by the above argument. If Ga is a compact neighborhood of x, there exist a compact neighborhood GB of x and a peak set Ya for C(A") such that Gß c Ya c IntG". Put T" = {p G À: (/")(;>) = 1}, where /" g C( A) is a peaking function for Ya, so Ya is a peak set for cl B and we have (G^xA)"cyac(GaxA)-, which proves that Fx = i\ Ya is a /z-set for cl ¿.
By Lemma 1.3 we see that £v is a closed restriction set for cl Bx. Proof of Theorem 1 (sequel). Let 0£t. be the quotient space of Fx for Bx, that is, the space defined by identifying the points of Fx which cannot be separated by Bx. If x is in Fx -Q(BX) and y is in Fx, then it is easy to see that Bx separates x License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and y. If x and y are points in Q(BX), then Bx cannot separate them. Thus Q(BX) is the only subset of Fx with more than one element which corresponds to a point in 0£v. Let p be the point in 0FX which corresponds to Q(BX). Let [Bx] be the uniformly closed algebra generated by Bx\Fx and the constant functions. Then we may view [Bx] as a function algebra on 0FX. Let x be a point in 0FX ~ {p}. Since Q(BX) = Q(AX) = ({x} X A)", there is an f2 in Äx with ÑA(f2) < \ such that f2(x) = z2 =* 0. Take 5 > 0 with NA(f2) ■ 8 < e/2, where e is the constant in Lemma 1.2. We can take 5(0) with 0 < 5(0) < 5 and a smoothing operator AS(0)(h>) of class Cx such that \{hm(0,z2))*0.
We can choose e' > 0 such that |M/l8(0)(Z'H')) I > í|Al(AS(0)(0> *2)) I on {(z,w) G C2: \z\ < e', |w -z2\ < e'}. Put Thus ([/?J + lx)\Fx is a selfadjoint subalgebra of C(FX) which contains B\FX (so separates the points of Fx) and is contained in cl(£|£A), hence by the StoneWeierstrass theorem cl(B\Fx) = C(FX). By Lemma 1.3, (d B)\FX = cl(B\Fx). It follows that clB = C(X), and we conclude that B = C(X) by Bernard's lemma. Corollary 1.1. Let A be a nontrivial function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space. Let I be a nondegenerate interval and D be a plane domain. Then we have:
(1) Every function in Op(AD, Re A) is harmonic.
(2) Every function in Op(.40, A) is analytic [15] .
(3) Every function in Op((ReA),, Re A) is affine [11, 16] .
Proof. By Remark 2 we have Op'(^D, ReA) = Op(AD, ReA), Op'(AD, A) = Op(AD, A), and Op'((ReA)" Re^) = Op((ReA)" Re^). (1) is trivial by Theorem 1. If /z g Op(^D, A) then Reh, Im h, Rezh, and Im zh are harmonic by (1), hence zz and zh are harmonic, which implies that h is analytic, proving (2) . For (3) we may assume / = [ -1,1] . If h g Op((Rey4),, Re^l) then tp: z >-> h °Rez belongs to Op(A,j, ReA) where U = {z G C: \z\ < 1), so <p is harmonic by (1) . 0 = A(tp) = zz" ° Rez shows that h" = 0 on (-1,1), hence h is affine, proving(3).
Next we will obtain an analogous result when A is ultraseparating. Corollary 1.2. Let A be an ultraseparating Banach function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X and B be a nontrivial Banach function algebra on X. Let I be a nondegenerate interval and D be a plane domain. Then we have:
(1) Every function in OoL(AD, ReB) is harmonic. Proof. Since A is ultraseparating, condition (*) in Theorem 1 holds. Thus we have (1) by Theorem 1. We will prove (2) in Corollary 2.2. In the same way as in the proof of (3) of Corollary 1.1, we see that (3) holds.
Remark 3. The results (2) and (3) Op(AD, B) . In this section we study functions in Op(^4D, B) and give a characterization of Opc(AD, B) for the case that B is a function algebra and D = {z G C: \z\ < 1). For a subset £ of C(A) we denote by A/£ the quotient space of A for £, that is, the space defined by identifying the points of A that cannot be separated by £.
Functions in
Theorem 2. Let D be a plane domain. Suppose that one of the following holds: (1) There are functions <pL and (¡p2 zzz Op(AD, B) such that <Pf is a nonconstant analytic function and <p2 is a nonconstant anti-analytic function.
(2) There is a function rp zzz Opl(AD, B) such that rp is neither analytic nor anti-analytic.
Then we have cl B u Ä, (Ä)~, where we denote (A)~= {/ G C( A): / G A }.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We first consider the case (1) . Without loss of generality we may assume that «p, = ¿2x=ka"z" and <p2 = Lx=mb"z" on {z g C: \z\ < 1} with akbm * 0 and that zc, zzz > 1. So there is 1 > y > 0 such that dk/dzk<pf(z) * 0 Vz G {z G C: |z|< y} and dm/dzm(p2(z) * 0 Vz G (z G C: ¡z|< y}.
In the same way as in Lemma 1.2 we have the boundedness principle of <pj and rp2 as follows: In the same way we have fd/dz<Pf((Ff) + it)eclB and /3/3ztp2((£2) + it) g cl B.
In the same way as in the above argument it follows that for a real number t with sufficiently small absolute value we have /32/3;2<Pi((£i) + t), fd2/dz\f((Ff) + it) g cl fi and /32/3^2<P2((^) + 0. /32/3z-2<p2((£2) + it) g cl B.
Continuing in this manner, at the &th and zzz th stages we get f~dk/dzk<Pf((Ff)), fdydz"'cp2((F2)) g dB
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use if we put t = 0. Thus we have |/|23V3zVi((^i))9"73z>2((£2)) g cl fi.
By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem we conclude that Ä,(Ä)~<z ci 5 since |(£y)| < y on X for j = 1 and 2.
Next we consider case (2) . We may suppose that there are functions <p(1) and <p(2) in Op(Aa, B) for U = {z G C: \z\ < 1} such that tp (1) is continuous on U and not analytic at the origin and tp(1)(0) = 0 and <p (2) is continuous on U and not anti-analytic at the origin and tp<2)(0) = 0. We obtain the boundedness principle for tp(1) and <p<2) as usual:
For each x in X, there are positive integers n(X) and zz<2), positive numbers £(1) and e<2), and functions £(1) and £<2> in {/ g Ay y/11 x < {) which satisfy: for j = 1 and 2 there is a dense subset U(j) of [g^Ay NA(g -£(") < eU)) with FiJ)e UU) such that ||g||r<i and NB(<plj) » g) < n(j) for every g in U(J). Thus we may suppose that Fx/Ax is the quotient space of Fx/Ä which is defined by identifying the points Q(AX). Let V = cl B n C(X/Ä). By the boundedness principle for <p* ' ' at each x in A, we may think of V as a function algebra on Ä/4. We will show that V = C(X/A). Since cl B = C( A") by the theorem of de Leeuw and Katznelson [15] , we see that for every x in A, FJÀ is a closed restriction set for V and that each antisymmetric set for V is contained in some FJÄ, as in Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4. So we need only show that V\FX/A = C(FX/Ä) for every x in A. For each x in A put Vx = {/= (/") g K: /"(x) = 0 Vzz = 1,2,...} and let [Kx] denote the uniformly closed algebra generated by VX\FX and the constant functions. So we may suppose that [Vx] is a function algebra on Fx/Äx by the boundedness principle for tp(/) for y'=l and 2. Let p denote the point in Fx/Äx which corresponds to Q(AX).
Since (2(^4X) = ({x} X A)", there is an /2 in Äx with ÑA(f2) < t such that f2(x) = z2¥= 0. Let 5 be a positive number with 5< min{£<l), e^J/A^/j). We see that for every small tj > 0, there are 5(1) and 5(2) with 0 < 5(7) < 5 for 7 = 1 and 2 such that ^^(z, z2) is not analytic on {z g C: |z| < tj} and <Pg22)(z, z2) is not anti-analytic on (z g C: \z\ < r/}. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 we may suppose that 3/3z<Psa>(0, z2) # 0 and 3/3z<p^22)(0, z2) * 0.
Thus we have positive numbers e(3) and e,4), e<4) < \f2(x)\, such that 3/3z<p<1(»)(z,w)^0 for every (z,w) in {(z, w) G C2: |z| < £(3) and \w -z2\ < £(3)} and 3/3z<p«22)(z,w)^0
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